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AUSTIN'S HAWAIIAN WEEKLY.

Business amid Real Estate,
Improce Streets Influences.

What influence the construction of a street has on the land
values may be best judged from the time when new streets are laid
out for the purpose of erecting houses. The ground and the pro-
ductiveness of soil increases, under such circumstances, over ten
times in value when compared with the value of an ordinary field.
The sanitary conditions in medium-size- d and large cities is greatly
dependent upon the system observed in construction and keeping
the streets. Improvements clubs are wanted! Much work should
be done and can be by united efforts.

Sewers and their Mysteries.
No one contemplating a trip to Europe should omit to visit the

sewers of Paris, and thus form some idea of the importance that is
there attached to that branch of the municipal machinery. And
no one could fail to be interested, aside from the mysteries of the
gigantic work, to hear of the wonderful and varied articles that
sometimes find their way into'the main sewer from the net-wo- rk

of small aqueducts that empty into the large canal, and so dispose
of the refuse of the great city; the capacity of many of these sewers
is such as to admit of their being examined by men who work on
side-shelve- s the entire length without encountering the sewage
and there are many whose sole occupation is to keep the sewers
in good condition, at the same time searching for such articles of
value as may have iound their way there by accident or for the pur-
pose of intentionally covering some Iheft or more serious crime.
It is said to be wonderful what a variety of articles are found, and
how absolutely perfect the system and skill of this part of the city
government, so conducive to health and general cleanliness. We
are told that at times articles of considerable value are recovered
and brought again into use. All of the cities of the world have
from time to time remodeled and re arranged their sewer system,
and in every instance the beneficial effects have been fully felt and
enjoyed. One city of the United States has gone farther than
any other in this direction, and has spent not less than $2,000,000
on the york. The miin sewer of that city has been carried many
miles out of the city limits, and is of great size and solidity. It
terminates on the borders of a large marsh at a depth of thirty feet
below the starting point, and the sewage is there pumped by
heavy machinery to the height of 50 feet; it is then deposited of
gravity into alternate basins near the water, which dispose of
the accumulated material into the river and thsnce to the ocean.

One feature of the work is worthy of note, as none of the
solid matter is allowed to pass a point near pumping station there
are arranged several movable gratings so bent at the bottom that,
when raised in the slide, they carry all accumulated to the surface,
where it is carefully removed and put into large presses and
subjected to great pressure, so as to remove all liquid matter. The
compressed mass is then put into ovens, and dried and burnt to
ashes. As the grating is raised from the slide on one side there
is a door let down on the other which closes this opening until the
cleansing process is completed, as there are quite a number of
strainers, the work is constantly going on without interrupting
the current. One remarkable and interesting feature of the case
is the character of material which sometime comes to the strainer,
and a little plot of ground adjoining the pump-hous- e tells a sad
and melancholy tale. It a grave yard, and the occupants are
infants of various ages who have come to their deaths by dark
and criminal and generally violent means. Their history is
untold and they now sleep in this little plot of ground prepared by
the men in charge of the pumping station. Crime is not diminish-
ing with increasing population or civilization and Christianity
weeps at its feeble efforts to check the deparavity of man.

Our Buildings.
The remark is often made that this city is old and shabby and

that the offices compare but illy with other cities in the West, of
less pretentions. This is due to several circumstances, among

them the buildings so occupied were among the earliest structures
when all building material was scarce and expensive, and . the
class of people who built them were compelled to exercise some
economy in this direction. People were a little timid about put-
ting too large a share of their money in a building that might pass
away in a single night by fire. .Hence the old occupants have
contented themselves with a few modern appliances within the
old shell, and will possibly so remain until a new set of owners
come to the front and the increased wealth of the city warrants
new structures of greater elegance.

Real Estate as an Inoestment.
That real estat s is the basis of wealth is a truism that is

amply illustrated by the fact that all our wealthiest citizens are
large owners of real estate. It is important that it is preferred by
banks, corporations and individuals who lend money. Most of
he great fortunes possessed by Americans have been acquired by

investments in real estte. A few have acquired wealth by
mercantile or industrial ventures, a few became millionaires by the
dextrous use of money, but for one of these, ten have become rich
by buying land or lots and letting them rise in value on their
hands. In all large cities where the advance in real estate has
been uniform and steady, the richest citizens trace their wealth to
Me investment in lots, which they bought with their earliest sav-

ings and held throughout life. Even here, there are many
families of wealth who trace their fortunes to judicious invest-
ment in reil estate; some few had large, capital to regulate their
ventures, but by far the majority of the present owners of real
estate are those who originally bought lots on the installment
plan. To make a fortune in real estate a mm must have foresight
enough to buy in the right city and the right part of the city.
Given the requisite judgment and prudence there is no surer way
to grow rich than to use lots in a thriving city as a savings bank
and put into them the savings that result from a life of industry.
He who adds lot to lot little by little, is pretty sure to find himselt
rieh almost before he is aware of it. It was this policy of invest
ing in the suburbs of New York that enabled Mr. Astor to
accumulate the colossal fortune of $70,000,000 in his lifetime.

An Adoantages to Purchasers of Real Estaty in Honolulu.
The Government builds the sewers, maintains the streets, re-

moves garbage, etc. Most investors in other cities fear the street
improvements, as they are compelled to do necessary street work if
the maj rity of frontage owners so petitions the Supervisors. Sewers,
in other cities, not alone complete the work on streets. Paving,
curbing and sidewalks are necessary before acceptance and where
basalt or granite blocks are used, and other pavements, it becomes
expensive. Once accepted the cities-mainta- in the same. In
many cities elsewhere the improvements of streets have taken a
majority of the value of the lotto pay for the same. There are
many advantages in owning real estate in this city and, with the
assured fact of its great future, capital should not be slow in seek-
ing it as locality for permanent investments.

It is with sincere regret that we note the resignation of Mr. J.
Ouderkirk as Road Supervisor. "John" was very useful in that
capacity and knew his business thoroughly.

That "Honolulu" is is the remark of most tourist
who have remained here during the time of the many fires; and
who have interested the thorough systematic manner of handling
the plague.

If any one should want to know: tell them it looks like a build-
ing boom in Honolulu. Many large buildings- - are being com-

menced and we understand others are contemplated in the near
future.

Bill posters who seek with difficulty on the Coast available
lots for posters and signs, and from $1 upwards per front foot, per
month, for space would have a snap here judging from ' the many
new fences lately erected in available spots. Real Estate.
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